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BACKGROUND  
 
This is the fourth publication relating to a seminar series being led by Ken 
Baynes, who is a Visiting Professor in the Department of Design and Technology 
at Loughborough University.  Consequently these seminars will be organised 
through Loughborough‟s Design Education Research Group (DERG).  The titles 
of these seminars are: 
 Modelling and Intelligence 
 Modelling and the Industrial Revolution 
 Modelling and Design 
 Modelling and Society 
 Modelling and the Future 
 
The role of modelling in designing has been a key research interest of the DERG 
since its establishment, but it has never been more important as Ken Baynes‟s 
introduction to the seminar series makes clear. It is easy to say that designing is 
to do with creating preferred futures, but much harder to explain and understand 
how that can be achieved. 
 
The first of these seminars took place at the Design and Technology 
Association‟s International Research Conference at Loughborough on Tuesday 
30 June.  The second took place at the 1
st
 International Visual Methods 
Conference at the University of Leeds in September, and the third, took place in 
the Department of Design and Technology at Loughborough in association with 
the visit of the Quick on the Draw Exhibition.  The fourth seminar will take place 
at Goldsmiths University, London on 27 April 2010.   An Orange Series 
publication will be available for free download about a month before each 
seminar via the DERG website, where details of venues and associated  audio  
files  and  PowerPoint presentations will also be posted 
(http://www.lboro.ac.uk/departments/cd/research/groups/ed/index.htm)   
 
There is no denying that current initiatives relating to STEM are important, but 
many commentators have noted the absence of „design‟ in much of the emerging 
thinking, It is truly vital that the significance of such omissions is understood and 
that the role of modelling in designing, and hence in shaping the future is fully 
appreciated.  Ken Baynes and his colleagues at the Design Education Unit at the 
Royal College of Art (eg Bruce Archer and Phil Roberts) took part in what can be 
viewed as parallel debates in the 1970s.  Time and circumstances have moved 
on and it is not the same debate, but we need a similar outcome.  Design and 
designing need to be recognised for what they are and the vital roles that they 
play.  Some commentators trace the origins of design and technology to those 
debates in the 1970s, and it is time both to revisit and renew the fundamental 
ideas and concepts that provide its foundations.   
 
It has been both a pleasure and privilege to help bring Ken‟s writing and ideas 
into the public domain. 
 
Eddie Norman 
Loughborough 
August 2009
  
© The authors and Loughborough University, Department of Design and 
Technology, 2010 
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Seminar 4 
 
MODELLING AND SOCIETY 
 
There exist two diametrically opposed views of design and design activity.  
These are: 
 
1. That designing and understanding design is a highly specialist, 
complex and esoteric thing which people can only do after a long 
apprenticeship or; 
2. That design ability – the ability to design and to understand design – is, 
like language ability, something that everyone possesses at least to 
some degree. 
 
The difference between the two views is more than a question of definitions.  
Much confusion is caused because protagonists may be using the word 
„design‟ in two completely opposed ways.  The view you take will dramatically 
influence your approach to policy decisions about the role of design in society 
and its economic importance.  The two views imply very different attitudes to 
design in general education. 
 
The view taken here is the second one.  It is borne out by ordinary experience 
and by a growing weight of evidence now coming from developmental 
psychology and cognitive science.  The aim of this seminar is to examine 
some of the evidence and to look at its significance for the future of relations 
between designers and society. 
 
A good starting point is the recognition that some knowledge of design and a 
degree of design ability, however acquired, is needed for survival and a rich 
experience of life. 
 
We all, for example: 
 
1. Try to create a home environment which reflects our aspirations; 
2. Use tools and materials purposefully in cooking, gardening, do-it-
yourself, dressmaking and hobbies; 
3. Make judgements about the places and things we like or dislike 
attempting to say why; 
4. Find ourselves moved and excited by fine things that other people have 
made; 
5. Choose to wear clothes which make us feel at ease, which we believe 
are „like ourselves‟; 
6. Respond to the visual messages of places, things and 
communications. 
 
These all involve what might be called „everyday‟ design abilities and design 
awareness. 
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CHILDREN AS DESIGNERS 
 
All small children display a degree of design ability and use it in their play.  
From the moment they are born children are curious about their surroundings 
and very soon begin to influence them.  Babies use their sense of sight 
intelligently but they also rely on sucking and holding as important ways of 
learning about their surroundings.  At first, they focus very largely on people. 
Gradually, however, they begin to be curious about and take pleasure in the 
world of things.  They enjoy the fact that different materials provide different 
sensations and that handling toys can be surprising and entertaining.  From 
this pattern of early activities, the human mind is structured so that people 
quickly develop the desire not only to understand their physical surroundings 
but to modify, organise and control them. 
 
Any baby growing up in an environment where people are talking will learn the 
use of language.  As Noam Chomsky puts it, humans have a „language 
acquisition device‟.  Language is „wired in‟ to the human mind; people are 
predisposed to learn to speak.  Recent work on perception and child 
behaviour shows that babies learn to react intelligently to the world of objects 
and space even before they can speak.  What is more, they very soon take 
pleasure in making the environment react to their wishes.  They do this not 
only for survival but also in a spirit of playfulness, by themselves and with 
other people.  Humans have a „wired-in‟ predisposition to explore and change 
their environment.  They have, if you like, a DAD or „design acquisition 
device‟.  In the case of language, however, it is well understood that this 
developmental process will fall far short of human potential if it is not 
deliberately fostered by education and supported by play activities that make 
sense to the child.  For the rudimentary language acquisition device to grow 
into an effective and consciously available tool for thought and social 
discourse it requires the mutual exchange of learning, teaching and taking 
action. 
 
Exactly the same is true of the wired-in predisposition to interpret and shape 
the environment.  Unless it is deliberately fostered through teaching, learning 
and action, access to it will be lost by those who once possessed it.  They will 
grow up dumb in this respect, unable to communicate effectively with 
themselves or other people about this aspect of life.  To some degree this has 
been well understood by parents and teachers.  The almost universal 
existence of toys demonstrates one of the ways in which different cultures 
have encouraged small children to engage with objects.  In the home, 
mothers seem always to have invited children to join in domestic, 
environmental work and have done this not only as a necessity but as a vivid 
kind of informal education. 
 
Children learn a great deal about material culture and the significance of 
design before they go to school.  Growing up in surroundings that are natural 
or designed, leads to a basic awareness of space, shape, colour, texture and 
taste.  At a very early stage, the human mind has learnt how to interpret the 
mass of information that bombards our senses.  By the time children are 
crawling and walking they have a new freedom to explore the world 
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independently and a new appreciation of the qualities of space.  From the 
start, children are active agents of their own design learning. 
 
The development of each child‟s personality is, of course, most deeply 
embedded in relationships with people but it is also expressed in personal 
likes and dislikes.  It is not long before children want to find ways of 
expressing their own preferences.  They may take a liking to a particular pair 
of shoes, a certain food, even a special place in which to play.  They begin to 
exercise control over the material world that surrounds them. 
 
Children learn about design by exercising their own ability to choose.  They 
also learn from watching other people choose and imitating them.  They grow 
up in surroundings where design decisions are being made as a part of 
everyday life.  Parents are planning changes to their house, deciding how to 
improve the garden, discussing what clothes to wear for an outing to the 
seaside.  Children see and understand that in order to make something – let‟s 
say a cake – you need the right materials, tools and equipment.  They 
experience the drama of the oven which uses heat to transform the materials 
from one state into another. 
 
Children quickly learn that there is an important relationship between what 
people do, the places where they work, the clothes they wear and the 
equipment they use.  Their experience is lived out in play.  The child can 
become a „bus driver‟, using a toy steering wheel to get along safely and 
issuing the tickets from an old biscuit tin.  Or there is a model bus and this is 
pushed with grr-ing noises along the carpet road.  Play takes a great variety of 
forms, many of which are directly relevant to exploring and understanding the 
relationship that exists between people, places, objects and the work we need 
to do in order to live our lives.  It often involves using tools and materials, 
making models, rearranging equipment, creating environments and  
pretending to be someone else.  
 
The significance of these pointers to the capability of children as „designers‟ is 
summarised in the diagram below.  This view of children is widely accepted by 
Primary School teachers.  It conforms to their observations of what children 
can actually do and say. 
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The following figures (4.1 and 4.2) set out some of the ways in which design 
intelligence expresses itself in society and in the behaviour of young children. 
 
 
Children as Designers 
 
 Children have in-born ability in design 
 
 They are curious about their environment and at a very early stage 
want to influence and change it 
 
 At a very early stage children begin to exercise choice about made 
things, choosing food, clothes, toys and things for their own 
bedroom 
 
 Children can imagine themselves into strange places and „be‟ in 
other people‟s shoes.  Often they can do this more readily than 
adults 
 
 Children have a direct, concrete relationship with their surroundings 
and for them this is a major way of learning about design and the 
environment 
 
 Children use role-play, games and toys as models to „enact‟ and so 
learn about the made world and its relationship with people 
 
 Children want to know how things work and want to make things that 
do work 
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Fig 4.1  Some traces of „design intelligence‟ in human society these traces 
vary from culture to culture 
 
 
 
BIOLOGICAL 
 
Brain activity associated with learning to see, making judgements, forming 
and using cognitive models.   
 
Using „causal‟ models of the world to plan ahead and bring about change. 
 
 
SOCIAL 
 
Existence of the made world 
 
Adaptation of the environment instead of adapting to the environment 
 
Existence of professional bodies and pressure groups connected with design 
and the environment 
 
Political decisions about the future of the made world 
 
Wealth created by added value in products, places and services 
 
 
PERSONAL 
 
Individuality of designed things 
 
Existence of fashion, taste, aesthetic judgement 
 
Existence of design values, e.g.: 
 truth to materials 
 form follows function 
 regard for the user 
 regard for the natural world 
 
 
COMMUNICATION CODES 
 
Imaging „seeing in the mind‟s eye‟ 
 
Drawings, plans, prototypes 
 
Talking and writing about design 
 
Design simulations in computer programs 
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Fig 4.2  Some aspects of „design intelligence‟ in young children 
 
 
 
BIOLOGICAL 
 
Framework of maturation 
 
Development of hand, eye skills 
 
Use of senses to explore the world 
 
Development of perception 
 
Development of ability to use „causal‟ models and plan ahead 
 
 
SOCIAL 
 
Use of toys representing the made world 
 
Taking part in the family‟s work of shaping their environment 
 
Responding to the local environment 
 
„Designerly Play‟ 
 
 
 
PERSONAL 
 
Development of an awareness of objects 
 
Affective relationship with objects 
 
Growing understanding of the environment, changing the environment 
Development of likes and dislikes 
 
Choice in food, clothes, personal possessions, activities 
 
Appreciation of cause and effect 
 
Development of aesthetic response to colour, pattern, shape, form and 
movement 
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COMMUNICATION CODES 
 
Use of language to deal with the qualities of places and objects 
 
Use of drawings and models to represent objects and to tell stories 
 
Use of materials as a medium for exploring ideas and designs 
 
Use of „enactment‟ and play as a medium for exploring places and objects 
and imagining new places and objects. 
 
 
 
Developmental psychologists have spent considerable resources of time 
studying children‟s growing appreciation of and direct engagement with the 
made world.  They have spent much less time studying the imaginative life of 
children and their capability to deal with imaginary people, places and things.  
Yet these are, in fact,  the very essence of children‟s play activities and are of 
course fundamental to design ability. 
 
Robert Silvey was a pioneer of audience research in Britain.  From 1932 to 
1968 he was head of this work at the BBC.  It was he who developed a 
method for establishing viewing figures using the then emerging techniques of 
market research based on „sampling‟.  They remain in use today.  When 
Silvey retired he turned to a very different interest – the imaginative worlds 
created by children.  Silvey himself had invented an imaginary country – the 
New Hentian States – when he was a child.  He filled two notebooks with 
details of the States‟ mineral wealth, legal system, government and 
geography.  On small index cards he created the front pages of Hentian 
newspapers with exciting headline stories: „Hentian Government in Crisis‟ and 
„Flood Strikes Capital‟.  Silvey drew some fine maps of his imaginary place.  
The creation of this childhood fantasy world was a hobby that almost became 
an obsession. 
 
In 1977 Silvey wrote an article describing the New Hentian States and their 
role in his childhood.  He invited other adults to give an account of their own 
similar imaginary worlds.  The invitation appeared in the Times Education 
Supplement for 13 May 1973 and then in the Author, the Friend and the 
Observer.  There was a surprisingly large number of replies and Silvey sent 
out questionnaires to obtain more details.  Feeling the need for a more expert 
view, he teamed up with a retired psychiatrist, Dr  Stephen MacKeith and from 
1979 they began working together to analyse the data they had collected.  
When they had collected fifty-seven questionnaires (covering sixty-four 
distinct worlds) they called a halt and reviewed the results. 
 
First, they named these imaginings „paracosms‟.  Next they identified four 
essential characteristics for a fully developed imaginary world: 
 
 The adults, when children, had to have been be able to distinguish 
clearly between reality and their imaginings. 
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 The interest in the paracosm must stretch over a period time – months 
and even years.  It must not be something invented for a transient 
game, never to be visited again. 
 The children had to have been proud of their world and to be consistent 
about it and its details. 
 The children had to have felt that their world mattered to them 
 
Silvey and MacKeith wanted to distinguish clearly between imagined worlds 
and imaginary companions and between a true sustained paracosm and 
something existing only in a fragmentary and transient form. 
 
MacKeith published an article on paracosms in 1982 (after Silvey‟s Death in 
1981) and a further article appeared in 1988 in Organising Early Experience 
edited by DC Morrison.  It was not until 1991 that David Cohen joined with 
MacKeith to publish a book (Cohen and MacKeith, 1991) on the research, 
placing it in a larger context of more recent works of children‟s play and 
children‟s imaginations.  Called The Development of Imagination, it gave an 
account of each of the collected paracosms arranged in a typology of content: 
 
 Toys 
 Particular Places and Local Communities 
 Islands, Countries and Their Peoples 
 Systems, Documents and Languages 
 
A fourth category might have been called miscellaneous but instead it was 
labelled more poetically as 
 
 Unstructured, Shifting and Idyllic Worlds 
 
The Development of Imagination also includes a „descriptive classification‟ of 
children‟s imaginings, (fig 4.3).  Quite clearly many of them are very 
powerfully related to design intelligence.  In Designerly Play, the author of the 
present book looked more broadly at play both as evidence of design ability 
and as a way of developing it.  He reported on work with postgraduate 
students at the Royal College of Art (all with teaching experience).  Many had 
their own memories of „paracosms‟.  They formed a small working group who 
proposed the engaging idea that much play could be described as „role 
playing with props‟, see Fig 4.4.  In this formulation, the props of course were 
models.  Strikingly they might bear very little resemblance to what they „stood 
for‟.  Following up on this in working directly with young children I found that 
the use of models in this way was fundamental to much group and solitary 
play. 
 
I also set out to identify the design aspects of one of Cohen and MacKeith‟s 
categories‟ „Simple Creative Behaviours‟, see Fig 4.5. 
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FIG 4.3  Children‟s imaginings 
 
From David Cohen and Stephen A MacKeith The Development of 
Imagination, London 1991 
 
A DESCRIPTIVE CLASSIFICATION 
 
1. SIMPLE CREATIVE BEHAVIOURS 
 
1.1 TRANSMUTATORY 
Imagining that one object is another, quite different object 
 
1.2 AMIMISTIC 
Imagining that an inanimate object has life – often turning it into 
another person 
 
 1.3 INVENTING PEOPLE 
  Imaginary conversations 
  Imaginary friends or companions 
 
2. ACTING A PART 
 
2.1 PRETENDING TO BE A MACHINE 
 
2.2 PRETENDING TO BE A NON-HUMAN LIVING BEING 
 
2.3 PRETENDING TO BE ANOTHER (Particular) PERSON 
 
2.4 ENACTING AN INCIDENT 
For example: a battle story, a ceremony or ritual 
 
3. IMAGINING TAKING PART 
 
3.1 LISTENING TO A STORY 
Under this category we should include watching film or TV as 
well as stories told by an adult or being read to 
 
3.2 READING A STORY TO ONESELF 
 
3.3 CREATING A DRAMA (or story) USING A „STANDARD‟ PLOT 
For example, producing Cinderella using a model theatre 
 
4. INVENTED STORIES 
 
4.1 „FREE-FLOATING‟ DAY DREAMS 
Spontaneous uncontrolled reverie 
A study in 1933 (Jersild, Markey and Jersild) identified 31 typical 
topics for children‟s day dreams 
 
4.2 PRE-SLEEP SERIAL STORIES 
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An „evening-dream‟ type story which continues from one 
evening to the next sometimes told by one child to another 
 
4.3 DAY-TIME STRUCTURED STORIES 
Usually told silently to oneself but sometimes shared between 
children 
 
4.4 PARACOSMS 
The term invented by Silvey to describe the creation of a 
complete and self-consistent world 
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Fig 4.4  Play as design activity 
 
 
 
A group of post-graduates at the Royal College of Art attempted to clarify the 
way children use „models‟ in their play.  All experienced teachers, they coined 
the term „role playing with props‟, and identified this type of play as a kind of 
design activity.  The diagrams, produced at the time, were an attempt to 
model the idea. 
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Fig 4.5 CHILDREN‟S IMAGININGS 
Cohen & MacKeith, 1991 
 
SIMPLE CREATIVE BEHAVIOURS: DESIGN ASPECTS 
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DESIGN IN GENERAL EDUCATION 
 
Activities referred to explicitly as design began to be common in general 
education in the 1970s,  eventually involving children of all ages and 
becoming an element of the National Curriculum in England (and in different 
forms in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland as well).  One result has been 
to involve large numbers of children in the use of „designerly‟ methods and to 
require them to reveal their ability at designerly thinking in the form of models.  
The results have been very instructive, confirming the proposition that all, 
including the youngest children, possess what might be called „emergent‟ 
design and modelling ability while older children show a consistently growing 
maturity.  In A-level Design and Technology examinations, for example, the 
students are already able to make intelligent use of the appropriate adult 
modelling systems and design and make products of remarkably high quality. 
 
Although some of these young people will become professional designers – 
engineers, architects, fashion designers, for example – the large majority will 
be managers or citizens who have a range of design skills and an ability to 
understand design and designing.  They will be able to use these to enhance 
their personal lives and to improve their performance wherever their work 
brings them into contact with design. 
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Figs 4.6 – 4.16  
 
EXAMPLES OF CHILDREN’S DESIGN ACTIVITY IN PLAY AND PRIMARY 
EDUCATION 
 
 
 
4.6  Making an imaginary world.  The fossil shell enjoys a lunch of dandelions  
 
 
 
 
4.7  Making choices and playing a role.  Dressing up is a brilliant medium for 
learning about adult lives.  Dressing up is engaging directly in design activity. 
„Role playing with props‟ 
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4.8  Learning about structures 
 
 
 
 
4.9  Sea defences.  The beach is an ideal environment in which to develop 
skills in designing and making.  Here the modelling medium is found materials 
which can be combined and recombined and put to the test in a „real‟ situation 
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4.10  Improvised portable rabbit hutches 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.11  Making and building a tree house requires skill in visualisation and 
imagining as well as making 
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4.12  Decorated brick wall built in infant classroom 
 
 
 
 
 
4.13  „Our ideal city‟.  Planning a new town involves children in considering 
what people need and then inventing a form which matches their aspirations.  
Designing a place – town, village, home or personal room – captures the 
essence of design activity 
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4.14  Studying our village.  What is it like?  Why is it the way it is?  What 
decisions have been made in the past?  How might we improve it in the 
future? 
 
 
 
 
 
4.15  Working together as a design team 
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4.16  Design history.  How did people live in the past?  What kind of place did 
they live in?  What „things‟ did they use to carry out their roles? 
 
 
 
 
 
These illustrations are taken from design education projects in which the 
author played a role at the Royal College of Art in the 1970s.  He worked in 
collaboration with Eileen Adams and Krysia Brochocka who also took the 
photographs. 
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EVERYONE IS A DESIGNER? 
 
In spite of the evidence from childhood, the idea that „everyone is a designer‟ 
(at least potentially) does not have a very long history.  Its roots can be found 
in the Nineteenth century, partly as a reaction to the de-humanizing effect of 
the Industrial Revolution.  Both Ruskin and Morris identified a link between 
craftsmanship as it existed in the pre-industrial past and the ability of the 
mass of people to understand and even practice design and making in their 
own lives.  Both these radical thinkers argued that industrialization had 
severed the majority of people from their commonly held understanding of 
„good making‟. 
 
It was designer/philosophers such as W R Lethaby and Eric Gill that at the 
start of the Twentieth century laid the foundation for the idea that every 
person is born with a capacity for designing and understanding design.  To 
adapt a formulation of Gill‟s, the belief was that „the designer is not a special 
kind of person: every person is a special kind of designer‟.  This is why 
Lethaby paid so much attention to design, reinterpreting it as the art of 
everyday life.  In writing during the 20s and 30s for the Women‟s Institutes, he 
celebrated cooking and the arts of making and sustaining a beautiful and 
simple home.  During 1943, at the height of the Second World War, Dryad 
Press republished a collection of writing about ordinary craftsmanship (Peach, 
1943).  Edited by Harry Peach, it has a foreword by Frank Pick, pioneering 
Design Director of London Transport.  It reproduced several articles and 
quotations by Lethaby and Morris.  In What I Believe (1922), Lethaby 
captured the essence of the movement: 
 
1. Life is best thought of as service. 
 
2. Service is, first of all and of greatest necessity, common productive 
work. 
 
3. The best way to think of labour is as art.  This was Ruskin‟s and 
Morris‟ great invention.  By welcoming it and thinking of it as art, the 
slavery of labour may be turned into joy. 
 
4. Art is best thought of as fine and sound ordinary work.  So 
understood it is the widest, best and most necessary form of 
culture. 
 
5. Culture should be thought of not only as book-learning and 
manners, but as a tempered human spirit.  A shepherd, ship-
skipper, or carpenter enjoys a culture different from that of the 
book-scholar, but it is none the less a true culture. 
 
Lethaby viewed all human activities in this way but he particularly celebrated 
the ordinary.  He saw design everywhere.  „In many … customary things … 
like laying the breakfast table, making a pudding or trimming a hat, the design 
is thrown in with the work and nobody says anything about it … Besides the 
arranging [of] how structural work is to be done there is a large amount of 
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designing of a general and ornamental kind, like the lay-out of a garden, the 
finishing of a dress and the invention of patterns.  This kind of designing 
should be a game for everybody for it applies to all kinds of work whatever‟. 
 
At the Royal College of Art, Phil Roberts was concerned to give substance to 
the idea of the „designerly‟ role of the user and observer.  From the 
prospective of design education in schools it was essential to seek a 
raprochment between the specialist and the generalist:  schools needed to 
recognise both.  Roberts particularly wished to demonstrate that design 
activity did not necessarily entail the production of an artefact.  What was 
essential was to effect change, to move from „the original state of affairs‟ to 
one that is „(probably, usually) more acceptable‟.  The intimate relationship 
between the „Active‟ mode of design involving designer and maker and 
„transitive‟ mode involving user and observer was made clear in an important 
diagram (Fig 4.17 overleaf).  What is striking is the close parallel between 
these two complemental streams of design educational activity. 
 
Roberts produced a further, very simple diagram (Fig 4.18) showing the 
interdependence of „designer‟ , „maker‟, „observer‟, and „user‟ in a childs 
design education – and, incidentally, in society at large. 
 
 
Fig 4.18 Roberts diagram showing the relationships between the four roles of 
designer, maker, user and observer.  Each perspective, needed to be 
explored in design education 
 
          Designer 
     
 
 
 
 
                    User        Maker 
 
 
 
                                             
       
     Observer  
 
 
These ideas had an impact on the future, notably the design education 
„movement‟ of the 1970s.  However, the amount of design literature that set 
out to develop this „generalist‟ view was small in comparison with the vast 
amount of publishing on design that – almost without comment – reinforced 
the notion of the designer as special and his skill as unique.  Design criticism 
tended to be modelled on art criticism, celebrating the prowess of the „hero-
designer‟ and ignoring the fact that design in the fields of engineering, 
architecture, product design, film design (and many others) was essentially 
team work.  Criticism equally ignored the fate of the unhappily named „user‟ 
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reporting new designs as glossy successes before their social, economic and 
environmental effects could possibly be evaluated.  Lethaby‟s idea that the 
home-maker might have a creative and designerly role was hardly given 
serious consideration. 
 
Fig 4.17 A model towards understanding the nature of design educational 
activity 
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General education simply did not know which way to turn.  Buffeted by 
demands to educate consumers and to „produce‟ the nation‟s engineers and 
technologists, it took the easier option of modelling general education on a 
watered down version of professional training. 
 
CODIFICATION OF MODELLING SYSTEMS 
 
There have been several attempts to codify design activity within society and, 
almost by the way, to identify which modelling systems are relevant at each 
stage.  For example, industrial production introduces the roles of client, 
manufacturer, retailer and many others.  The people involved in a design 
sequence may all have very different, sometimes conflicting interests.  The 
„people‟ may not be individuals at all, but groups with a common interest 
competing with other groups.  There may be competition within the group.   
They still need to communicate effectively with each other and use models for 
this purpose.  The quality and clarity of the models they use effects the quality 
of the decisions they make. 
 
This widespread network of „participants‟ in design activity has fed first a 
codification of the modelling systems used in each field of design and second 
to their integration into legal and contractual frameworks.   
 
Writing in the 1970s, J Christopher Jones (Jones, 1970) noted that 
engineering and architecture at that time shared very similar sequences in 
managing a project each with its own typical modelling mediums, often based 
on drawings but also using words and numbers.   
 
STAGE ENGINEERING    ARCHITECTURE 
1  Feasibility    1. Inception  
  Finding a set of feasible   2. Feasibility  
  concepts     3. Outline proposals  
 
2  Preliminary Design   4. Scheme Design  
  Selection and development  
  of the best concept    
 
3  Detailed Design    5. Detail Design  
  An engineering description of  
  the concept     
 
4  Planning    6. Production Information  
  Evaluating and altering the  7. Bills of Quantities  
  concept to suit the requirements 8. Tender action  
  of production, distribution,   9. Project Planning 
  consumption and product   10. Operation on Site  
  retirement    11. Completion  
       12. Feedback  
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During 2004/5, the author was involved in building a house and carefully 
preserved all the documentation and informal models used during 
construction.  Simply taking drawings of one kind or another (leaving out 
written specifications and calculations), they were used as models for the 
following purposes:  
 
Land registry plans – to record and thereby establish legal ownership of the 
land 
 
Architects’ sketches – to develop and agree a design with the client 
 
Planning permission drawings – to obtain permission to build from the local 
planning authority and to engage in consultation with local people.  These 
included plans and elevations.  
 
Clients’ sketches – to give the architect feedback and develop the design  
 
Engineering drawings – to set out the technical specification for the 
structure and to include calculations of wind resistance, floor loading etc.  
These were also used to get Building Regulations approval 
 
Working drawings – to give full details of the construction, to be used by the 
builders and to estimate the cost of the intended design and to form the basis 
of building and supply contracts.  
 
Clients’ sketches – to give the architect and engineer feedback and to 
develop the design.  Linked with sketches made in meetings to thrash out final 
details.  
 
Full-size markings on site – initially for setting out the foundations but also 
used throughout the building process by bricklayers, stonemasons, joiners, 
plumbers and electricians.  
 
Informal drawings – made on site to clarify details of construction and finish.  
These are done on any handy surface – paving slab, back of an invoice or the 
palm of the hand.  
 
Modified working drawings – as the building process throws up queries, the 
working drawings may need modification.  Often these changes come from 
consultation with the skilled tradesmen whose job it is to build the structure.  
 
Presentation drawings – final drawings by the architect to record the 
building as constructed.  
 
A selection is shown in Figs 4.19 – 4.24 
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Figs 4.19 – 4.24 A Selection of drawings (models) used in the design and 
construction of „Wilderness House‟, the authors‟ home in Rutland  
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NATURE OF DESIGN 
 
Clearly these particular expressions of design activity are culturally and 
historically determined.  As we saw in Seminar 3, the development of the 
Industrial Revolution promoted, and partly depended on, the invention of 
appropriate modelling forms.  There are, however, certain underlying aspects 
of design activity that will need to be modelled and represented whatever the 
social setting.   
 
What we can say is that design is always undertaken to gain some 
advantageous change or improvement but that it also always exacts a cost.  
Preparing the design itself will use valuable time and skill that could be used 
elsewhere, and realising the design in reality may mean anything from a back-
breaking afternoon spent replanting the garden to years of work involving 
many hundreds of skilled tradesmen and expensive equipment.  There is a 
trade-off between cost in time and resource expended and the value of the 
hoped for advantage.   
 
David Pye (1964) has given a particularly simple and elegant explanation of 
these competing factors:   
 
„It (the idea of function) has diverted attention from the fact that those 
influences (which limit the shape of designed things independently of 
the designer‟s preference) are many, disparate, and of various effects, 
and particularly from the fact that economy, not physics, is always the 
predominant influence because directly and indirectly it sets out the 
most limits‟.   
 
Of course, economy in this sense is not by any means the same thing as the 
precise financial problems facing a particular company or social institution in 
asking a designer to develop a particular product or building.  But money in 
these very direct terms is an expression of the more complicated group of 
considerations that Pye calls economy:  
 
„Theoretically it is possible to design for a result without the design 
being influenced in any degree, either directly or indirectly, by 
economy.  In practice this does not happen…but…economy implies 
something more than saving money.   
 
Any change originated by man exacts a cost from him.   The cost is 
reckoned in effort, trouble, time, often in running risk and enduring 
discomfort also.  Adam found this out.  
 
Economy… must be understood as referring primarily to this 
unpleasant catalogue and only secondarily to the money which we pay 
to avoid enduring it; for when we pay a price in money for a device, as 
a rule we are paying directly or indirectly to escape the natural cost in 
effort or discomfort, trouble, time or risk, of the result which the device 
gives.  
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The great majority of devices simply enable us to get cut-price results.  
There are rather few devices which make it possible to get results 
which without them would be impossible‟.   
 
This brings out two important points.  First that it is inherent in the very idea of 
design that a „costable‟ benefit of some kind will result.  Second that the 
realistic estimate of a piece of design is „what is it worth?‟ rather than „what 
does it cost?‟, and that „being too expensive‟ only makes sense in relation to 
an assessment of value.  „Is it worth the money?‟ is the real economic 
question which then begs the question: „can I afford it‟?   
 
Pye goes on to argue convincingly that the resolution of conflicting elements 
in any design situation is inevitably an imperfect compromise, a temporary 
resolution.   
 
„The requirements for design conflict and cannot be reconciled.  All 
designs for devices are in some degree failures, either because they 
flout one or another of the requirements or because they are 
compromises, and compromise implies a degree of failure… 
 
The designer or his client has to choose in what degree and where 
there shall be failure.  Thus the shape of all designed things is the 
product of arbitrary choice.  If you vary the terms of your compromise – 
say, more speed, more heat, less safety, more discomfort, lower first 
cost – then you vary the shape of the thing designed.  It is quite 
impossible for the design to be the „logical‟ outcome of the 
requirements simply because, the requirements being in conflict, their 
logical outcome is an impossibility…‟ 
 
Among a number of examples he takes the case of the more or less standard 
dimensions of a small, cheaply produced table (see Fig 4.25).  
 
„The requirements for a low first cost may conflict with the requirements 
of use and access, as may be seen in the case of a small table, which 
needs to be fairly cheap, fairly light and yet steady on its legs.  The use 
of wood makes these things possible.  Experience has shown that the 
method of constructing tables which gives the most steadiness for the 
least money and weight is what one finds in a kitchen table – four legs, 
four rails and a top.  The illustration shows the corner of it.  It is no 
more an ideal solution than any other design, but it works pretty well… 
 
Several million people have used such tables to eat and write at in the 
last two hundred years and very few if any are know to have been 
much the worse for it.  The dimensions shown are a compromise.  It 
would be nicer if A were two or three inches bigger so that you could 
cross your legs; and if B were two or three inches smaller so that the 
table was nearer your lap.  But C cannot be much less if the table is to 
be cheap and steady and durable, so you must put up with A being 
rather small and B being rather large‟.   
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Fig 4.25 Example given by Pye (the dimensions are in inches) 
 
 
The dimensions of the more or less 
standard small, cheaply produced kitchen 
table.  They represent a compromise 
between the various desirable qualities of 
an object of this kind – a balance between 
function, cost and available materials. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The notion of a dialogue between advantage and economy is an enlightening 
way to look at design decision making whatever the context.  Pye‟s argument 
seems at first hearing to be most appropriate for utilitarian functional „devices‟ 
but it is equally helpful in discussing value in relation to entertainment or 
fashion which are also „functional‟ in the broad sense. 
 
In the relationship between, for example, designer, manufacturer, retailer and 
user there is implicit advantage and economy for each of the partners and 
possibly for the wider community.  Models are used in an attempt to show 
what is intended and to represent the advantage in the best possible light.  It 
is also the case that the partners in any real situation will have varying 
degrees of power, expertise and access to design „know how‟.  That in turn 
affects the nature of the models made and how they are used.  Since the 
Industrial Revolution, design has been deeply involved both with the 
development of a market economy and the expansion of the world dependent 
on technology. This circumstance has provided the contemporary framework 
for participation (or lack of it) in design.   
 
 
DESIGN IN INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY 
 
As we have already noted it is one of the distinguishing marks of humans that 
they not only (like other animals) adapt to their environment but also – and 
decisively – change their environment.  In so doing they create a made world, 
which reflects human aspirations and values.  Success in changing the 
environment depends both on design and technology.  Since the Eighteenth 
century the impact of new technology has (for better and worse) exponentially 
expanded people‟s influence over the environment.  Wave upon wave of 
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scientific and technological innovation have transformed human society and 
its dependence on technology.   
 
Expanding the scope of the made world automatically expands the scope and 
importance of design.  The growth of material culture means that decisions 
about it reach well beyond the individual out into communities, regions and 
the globe. Although these decisions have many different aspects, particularly 
economic, social and political, they all also have a design aspect.  Decisions 
about design are now taken throughout society at all levels.  Professional 
designers are only one group in a network of design decision making.   
 
 
Fig 4.26  DESIGN CONTINUUM = FIELDS OF DESIGN 
 
As industry diversified and technology increased the scope of the made world, 
so the fields of designs expanded and became more specialised.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
© Baynes, 2008 
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As design decision making proliferated in the Industrial Revolution so too did 
the supporting „design media‟ of modelling types.  We explored the 
background to this in Seminar 3 but here it is worth emphasizing that the new 
idea of „design by drawing‟ which began to emerge in Britain and France after 
1750 coincided with and drove forward the growth of industry and supported 
the emergence of capitalism.   
 
In Design Methods, J Christopher Jones (Jones, 1970) showed how and why 
design by drawing differed from traditional craft methods.  The reasons he 
gives are to do with economics, the organisation of industry and the enlarged 
„perceptual span‟ made necessary by the emergence of a world where 
ceaseless technological innovation and economic growth led to a sequence of 
continual change.  It was the ability of drawing to model future places or 
products before they were made that was the key factor.   
 
„The method of designing by making scale drawings…[now] the normal 
method of evolving the shapes of machine-made things [differs essentially 
from the earlier method of craft evolution in that] trial and error is separated 
from production by using a scale drawing in place of the product as the 
medium for experiment and change.  This separation of thinking from making 
has several important effects:  
 
1. Specifying dimensions in advance of manufacture makes it possible 
to split up the production work into several pieces which can be 
made by different people.  This is the „division of labour‟ which is 
both the strength and weakness of industrial society.  
 
2. Initially this advantage of drawing-before-making made possible the 
planning of things that were too big for a single craftsman to make 
on his own. 
 
3. The division of labour made possible by scale drawings can be 
used not only to increase the size of the products but also to 
increase their rate of production.  A product which a single 
craftsman would take several days to make is split up into smaller 
standardised components that can be made simultaneously in 
hours or minutes by repetitive hand labour or by machine‟.   
 
And he says:  
 
„The effect of concentrating the geometric aspects of manufacture in a 
drawing is to give the designer a much greater „perceptual span‟ than the 
craftsman had. The designer can (by use of a drawing) see and manipulate 
the design as a whole and is not prevented, either by partial knowledge or by 
the high cost of altering the product itself, from making fairly drastic changes 
in design.  Using his ruler and compasses he can rapidly plot the trajectories 
of moving parts and predict the repercussions that changing the shape on one 
part will have upon the design as a whole‟. 
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The „platform‟ for the first stage of the Industrial Revolution was built by 
engineers and entrepreneurs working together.  Fig 4.27 summarises the 
practical applications of new technology on which economic growth was built.  
The names of the men (and they were almost exclusively men at this stage) 
responsible for these changes are well rehearsed in school textbooks.  The 
physical results of their design skill and financial acumen can be seen in the 
canal and rail networks, old factories, industrial „new‟ towns and the exhibits at 
heritage sites and museums such as Coalbrookdale.   
 
 
Fig 4.27 – KEY ELEMENTS IN THE FIRST STAGE OF THE INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION 
 
The first stage of the Industrial Revolution was the results of synergy between 
technology, design and business.  The result was unprecedented economic 
wealth and social change.   
 
 Development of machines for the production of cloth.  Concentration of 
these machines in factories.  
 Development of an efficient transport system.  First improved 
highways, then canals and (later) railways.  
 Development of metal working technologies, laying new foundations for 
civil and mechanical engineering.  
 Use of steam power to multiply production and replace wind, water, 
horse and human sources of energy.  This power was used first in 
mining and textile factories, later in transport and eventually throughout 
industry.  
 Emergence of new industrial towns to house factory workers.  
Beginnings of the urbanisation of Britain.  
 Emergence of new social groupings and class structures. 
 
 
© Baynes 2001 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
What the early engineers did was to turn ideas into saleable products and so 
also into wealth.  In this they set the model for all designers in subsequent 
years.  Of course, Victorian engineers and later designers also addressed 
socially important problems such as  clean water and sewerage in cities (Rolt, 
1970). The engineers provided the answers; implementing them required 
social and political action.  Wealth had to be channelled into this socially 
desirable end.  The whole enterprise took place within the general ethos of 
Adam Smith‟s culture of free enterprise.  As Asa Briggs (1968) puts it:  
 
 „Throughout the Victorian age the most effective argument for sanitary 
reform was that it would actually save money in the long run, not squander it.  
“Civic Economy” was a branch of political economy…‟ 
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There were protracted local arguments before it could be shown to the 
satisfaction of rate payers, first that the equations were correct, and second 
that the long run was worth bothering about.   Models of economic advantage 
were married with design models to make the case. 
 
In fact, Smith was not in favour of profligate spending.  He wished to see 
savings put into capital investment in manufacture and public works as much 
as into the purchase of what we would now call consumer goods.  But his 
economic cycle (Fig 4.28) clearly depends upon the production of goods that 
people will want to buy or services that they will either value because of 
enlightened self-interest or will want to use themselves.  Without demand 
there would not be growth and without growth there would not be wealth.  
Increasing production is fruitless unless people want what you are making.   
 
An important element in the growth of demand created by the Industrial 
Revolution was the ability of technological innovation to reduce the relative 
cost of goods.  This was an effect that not only enabled previously excluded 
people to take part in consumption but which also increased dramatically the 
general level of expectations (see Fig 4.29). 
 
Here we see the beginnings of the modern economic dynamic where 
consumer demand helps to create wealth which is in turn channelled back into 
more consumer demand and (sometimes) socially desirable goals. A 
significant side effect of this is that the consumer needs to be persuaded to 
consume and also to be persuaded in the political arena to lend support to  
the socially desirable goals.  The consumer‟s participation is largely 
economic, through purchases and taxation, but the goods and services at the 
centre of the consumer‟s involvement have all been designed.  It is the 
designer‟s job to make them attractive and (with others) to create models of a 
future worth buying or, more properly, worth paying for.   
 
The economic life of a particular design has often been represented by the 
„product cycle‟ diagram (Fig 4.30).  This is admirably clear and easy to 
understand and can be used in various ways. For example, the design efforts 
of a manufacturer of domestic appliances could be shown in the form of a 
series of „product cycles‟ overlapping each other so that there are always 
products at the peak of their profitability.  Achieving this would ensure a sound 
economic base for the manufacturer.  
 
However, the product cycle in this form is rooted in the world of consumer 
goods.  The design effort required for the layout of a successful daily 
newspaper would look very different.  It too would peak at the start and there 
would have to be an investment in design before any return could be 
expected but following that there would be a constant, daily, thread of design 
work for each issue.  By this stage, design would have become relatively 
minor element of total cost.  The design of the paper might require a complete 
re-think every five or so years to keep up with changes in technology and 
readers‟ tastes.   
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DEMAND 
Stimulates 
Design  
Fig 4.28   WEALTH CREATION ENABLED BY THE DIVISION OF LABOUR 
(Based on Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations) 
 
Adam Smith‟s model of wealth creation depended on the design and 
production of goods that people would want to buy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG 4.29  CONVERGENCE BETWEEN REDUCING PRODUCTION COSTS 
AND INCREASING DISPOSABLE INCOME  
 
For a new product to be an economic success it must be introduced at a 
moment when people can afford to buy it.  Cost reduction needs to intersect 
with increasing wealth. This intersection has happened throughout the 
Nineteenth and Twentieth centuries and has steadily gathered momentum at 
least in the industrialised world.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(© Baynes, 2003) 
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Fig 4.30 PRODUCT CYCLE 
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Figs 4.31 and 4.32 show two other life cycles, related this time to „products‟ 
that do not become obsolete in the normal sense of the word: items of fine 
craftsmanship and historic buildings. 
 
 
Fig 4.31 PRODUCT CYCLE 2 
 
Value of a piece by a famous craftsperson purchased early in his or her 
career. 
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FIG 4.32 PRODUCT CYCLE 3 
 
Life cycle for craft built stables at Burley on the Hill showing increased value 
following conversion to living accommodation nearly 400 years after original 
construction. 
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FOCUS ON ECONOMIC VALUE 
 
In order to appreciate the role of design in the economic life of the nation it is 
helpful to be able to deploy economic models that not only represent 
investment and returns on investment but also value in the broadest sense 
and (where appropriate) over a long timescale.   Social rewards are hard to 
predict or model but achieving them seems likely to become an increasingly 
important aspect of design activity. 
 
During the 70s and 80s Britain‟s economy was in relative decline.  
Manufacturing industry was struggling; there were periods of high inflation and 
unemployment.  Unflattering comparisons were made with other industrialised 
nations, particularly Japan and Germany.  Meanwhile the United States 
dominated the world economy.  One factor in Britain‟s difficulties was 
identified as poor design of goods.  It was not a question of poor designers – 
many of the goods made by Britain‟s competitors were designed by Britons 
working abroad – but of industry‟s lack of design awareness.  There was a 
concerted effort to right the situation.   Bruce Archer, for example, gave an 
important paper to the Royal Society of Arts in which he saw Britain‟s 
industrial future as dependent on a wider appreciation of the importance of 
design.  This was a full-blown economic argument for design: prosperity and 
jobs depended on better design performances.   
 
Giving economic value as the key factor in design activity led to some 
dramatic changes, not least in the arguments for design put by such bodies as 
the Design Council and the Society of Industrial Artists and Designers.  
Previously there had been an emphasis on the social and aesthetic „good‟ 
represented by the results of design activity.  Now the emphasis was on the 
economic „good‟.  Over the forty years since the 1970s this has continued to 
be the emphasis though given the benign sounding label of „wealth creation‟. 
 
Archer wrote an interesting characterisation of design which focused on its 
pragmatic, economic nature rather than its identity as a field of human 
endeavour.  This characterisation described design as:  
 
USEFUL 
PRODUCTIVE  
INTENTIONAL  
INTEGRATIVE 
INVENTIVE  
EXPEDIENT  
 
It makes a fascinating counterpoint with the RCA‟s favoured „educational‟ 
definitions (also partly drafted by Archer).  Here are  Archer‟s economic 
characterisations in full.  
 
„Design is described as useful to distinguish it from the expressive arts, many 
of which explicitly deny there is operational value to their expressions.   
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Design is described as productive to distinguish it both from Science, which 
is explanatory, and from Humanities, which are reflective, and to place Design 
in the world of action.  Design is always seen as setting in train the 
production, and the introduction into the world, of some real thing, system or 
change in behaviour.  
 
Design is described as intentional to distinguish it from serendipity, or 
discovery by chance, and to place it in the social and commercial world, 
where practitioners are obliged to make judgements on difficult and complex 
issues, and to take decisions in the face of imperfect information and the 
capricious turns of event that confront everyone in the practical world.  
 
Design is described as integrative to reflect the fact that a design has both to 
be complete and coherent internally, and to be well adapted to the 
environment in which it will be sold and used.  A designer has the right and 
the duty to employ information drawn from any and every field of knowledge 
that happens to be relevant to the case in hand.  In this sense, the body of 
knowledge in support of Design has to be regarded formally as unbounded.  
 
Design is described as inventive because it necessarily demands the 
introduction of something new.  Whilst it is not completely unknown for a 
designer to be asked to produce a specification, drawings or data for an 
absolutely standard, unoriginal product, such a task would not normally merit 
the description „design‟.  The inventiveness of Design is in many ways its 
most distinctive feature. The world „creativity‟ is often used in this context.  
The term „creativity‟, however, more properly describes a combination of 
inventiveness with productivity.  Inventiveness itself has many facets.  A 
design may  be inventive in a functional sense, that is, it may perform an 
operation or supply a service that has not been offered before.  It may be 
inventive in the operational sense, that is, it may perform its function in a new 
and more efficient or more convenient way.  It may be inventive in the 
technical sense, that is, it may embody a mechanism or a construction that 
has not been proposed before.  It may be inventive in the sense of offering 
aesthetic, stylish or marketing configurations that have not been seen before.   
 
Finally, Design is described as expedient because design activities are 
justified by their results, rather than their reasons.  In contrast to the overriding 
importance of methodology in the conduct of Science, the conduct of Design 
is validated by its efficacy rather than the rigour of its methods.  Designers 
can, and do, on occasion, seize upon chance information, adopt capricious 
ideas and exercise untidy methods in the course of a project.  None of this 
matters if it delivers a satisfactory result.  The two procedures in design 
methodology that really do need to be conducted rigorously are the 
procedures for determining the precise design requirements and the 
procedures for determining the validity of the design result‟.   
 
The last quarter of the Twentieth century saw design activity become firmly 
embedded in the market economy.  A number of overarching concepts 
emerged, each of which affected the attitude of designers and the persuasive 
models that they employed.  These concepts were: technology push; demand 
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pull; added value; market segmentation; and brand (rather than corporate) 
identity.  These continue to shape the intentions of professional design activity 
in the new century.   
 
TECHNOLOGY PUSH  The continuing pressure to find profitable outlets for 
new technology.  Much design is devoted to developing products that will 
make new technology desirable.   
 
DEMAND PULL The attempt to give buyers what they want both by listening 
to them and by developing a stream of new products intended to open up new 
areas of demand.   
 
ADDED VALUE The idea that value is added to raw materials by design and 
manufacture, converting them from a low cost input to a high value output.  
 
MARKET SEGMENTATION  Trying to identify and serve particular social 
groups.  In recent years both the new teenage market and the growing market 
of elderly people with disposable income has been a driving force for design 
innovation.   An unintended side-effect of this development has been to 
emphasize the divisions in society.  It might have been better for the 
community if design could have been used to represent common interests 
and shared values. 
 
BRAND IMAGE Attempting to persuade consumers that they have an 
affection for and loyalty to a particular label 
 
One result of the market economy has been the importance of persuading the 
consumer by attaching desirable attributes to goods and services.  One of the 
most universal of these is to attribute sexual aura.  The eroticization of 
products in the media is remarkable and a curious example of modelling value 
by association with a desirable image.   
 
Behind these ideas is a seismic shift in the economy and those who control it.  
At the start of the Industrial Revolution it was investors who had to be 
persuaded, for a long period in the mid Twentieth century the State took the 
economic lead.  Today the consumer is the key figure, served by multi-
national companies and technological progress.  However, the consumers‟ 
ability to experience participation is strictly limited.   
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THE CONSUMER AND PARTICIPATION  
 
Sociologists and economists suggest that there are four basic routes by which 
the consumer may obtain goods and services:  
 
MARKET  
STATE 
COMMUNAL 
DOMESTIC  
 
These are shown in Fig 4.33 together with a note as to who designs in each 
case.  The consumer may act as a designer in the case of Communal or 
Domestic supply but will always be strongly influenced by the media.  With do-
it-yourself, the range of involvement stretches from knock-down furniture 
(minimal) to self-build (maximum).  However, whatever the degree of 
involvement, the media act as a potent source of models for every consumer, 
inspiring consumption but also tending to limit real choice.   
 
Designers, manufacturers and retailers have to be alert to changes in taste, 
demand and spending.  They need to know about consumers just as 
consumers need to match their requirements to what is available.  It is of 
course impossible for most designers to meet all the people who might 
purchase their products.  This is only possible in bespoke situations: a house 
for an individual client, for example or a costume for a pop star.  Instead the 
designer has to rely on sampling users‟ tastes and opinions through market 
research, focus groups and „user trips‟ (taking on the users‟ role).  In all these, 
models are crucial since they make ideas visible in concrete form.  It will 
usually be necessary to set up comparisons between competing models if 
valid information is to be obtained.  It is little use asking „do you like this new 
kitchen‟ unless it is comparison with an alternative – „or this‟; „or this‟ - 
revealing a scale of values and a direction of demand.  
 
Testing prototypes with potential customers is a particularly valuable exercise 
because of the reality of the situation and, as we have already noted, many 
products continue to change and develop after the initial model has been 
launched because of user reaction.  
 
What we see here is that the designer is building up a model of the user as a 
kind of composite being.  In the fields of fashion and consumer goods it is 
quite common for designers to tell elaborate stories in words and pictures in 
an attempt to understand better the tastes and desires of potential customers.   
 
In areas that have more objective criteria – vehicle controls, for example – the 
designer needs to be able to predict the true human performance as well as 
the machine‟s performance.  There now exists a usable body of knowledge 
about information design that has contributed to the safety of aircraft, trains 
and road transport.   
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Fig 4.33 HOW GOODS AND SERVICES MAY BE OBTAINED 
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Source of 
design 
approach 
Market Commercial 
purchase 
Paid 
employees 
Consumer 
from 
income 
Market 
exchange 
Professional 
designers  
State  State 
provision 
Paid 
employees 
State from 
tax 
revenue 
Citizenship 
right 
Professional 
designers 
Communal Personal 
connections 
Neighbours or 
acquaintances 
No money 
involved 
Reciprocal 
obligation 
Consumer 
influenced by 
media and 
sometimes 
personal 
acquaintances 
Domestic Household 
do-it-
yourself 
Members of 
the household 
and friends 
No money 
involved  
Family 
obligation  
Consumer 
influenced by 
media, 
retailers, 
advertising  
 
Source: Abercrombie and Warde, 1994 
Additions: Baynes, 2005 
 
 
In spite of designers‟ attempts to understand the people who will use their 
products, the average consumer is only passively involved.  Consumers are  
the „downstream‟  receivers of pre-conceived goods and environments, they 
are not engaged „upstream‟ where decisions are made and imagination is 
exercised.  Imaging and modelling are at the heart of any meaningful 
exchange about future places, products and services but consumers are only 
required to use their imagination to imagine a new product as a future 
possession.   They are essentially excluded from a dynamic form of 
interaction as shown in Fig 4.34. 
 
 
 
 
INCREASING „DIRECTNESS‟ 
 
One way of increasing the directness‟ of the consumer‟s involvement is to 
strengthen the relationship between buying and the design of goods on the 
one hand and other ways of having influence on design on the other.   
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FIG 4.34 IMAGING, MODELLING AND PARTICIPATION 
 
Imaging and modelling are at the heart of communicating about design 
proposals and so would be at the heart of participation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG 4.35 attempts to show the various ways in which an individual (or group) 
might be involved in influencing the outcome of design activity.  These are:  
 
 Buying power  
 Political power 
 Person power  
 
It is useful to place them in a context of VALUES and these are again in a 
further context of ECONOMICS.   
 
The consumer‟s BUYING POWER could be used more effectively if the 
consumer had more direct contact with designers and could employ or 
commission them more directly.  The consumer‟s buying power is shaped by 
the consumer‟s knowledge of design. 
 
The consumer‟s BUYING POWER could be used more effectively if 
participation were widened and the consumer‟s views were expressed before 
design and production were a „done deal‟ – this would be a move from the 
consumer simply choosing to the practical exercise of design skill and 
knowledge.  The consumer‟s (and user‟s) BUYING POWER could be better 
directed if designers (and manufacturers) paid more attention to the views of 
users and operators.   
 
The consumer‟s POLITICAL POWER could be extended by more democratic 
(rather than representative) forms of decision making throughout government, 
business and services.  This would impact directly on planning and other 
forms of social design.  More democratic, cooperative and mutualist forms of 
organisation would result in widened participation in design decisions in 
business.  
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FIG 4.35 WAYS OF INFLUENCING DESIGN ACTIVITY OPEN TO THE 
CONSUMER  
 
The consumer plays a key role in the economy and so influences design 
activity.  In the main this influence is indirect, exercised through „buying 
power‟.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The consumer‟s PERSON POWER could be extended by more deliberate 
support for do-it-yourself and an improvement in the quality and accessibility 
of design advice for self-builders and the like.  
 
The consumer‟s PERSON POWER could be extended by support for self-help 
and „do-it-together‟ small-scale mutualist initiatives.  Better access to design 
advice also would be effective here. Here also knowledge of design is a 
crucial issue. 
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For professional designers, such changes in power relations should be 
welcome.  Here would be the emergence of the understanding and 
knowledgeable public that has been sought since industrialisation.  However, 
the change might also be far-reaching and painful.  The design professions 
would have to be prepared to give up something of their exclusivity and to 
share knowledge with people in general.  History teaches that such 
broadening of access has usually been resisted.  
 
MODELLING FOR PARTICIPATION 
 
Designers would be less than human if they did not wish their own view to 
prevail.  Often they will be using their skill in presenting and manipulating 
models to make a case rather than to explore the situation.  More often than 
not, they will be making their case not to the user or consumer but to the 
manufacturer or retailer. 
 
Very little work has been done on the development of modelling approaches 
that would assist team building and promote participation.  However, it is not 
difficult to set an agenda for future research:  
 
 Research into the way specialist team members and the wider public 
react to various modelling conventions.  For example, which 
conventions suggest open-ended situations and invite further 
contributions, and which – on the other hand – suggest a „finished 
product‟ and make what seems to be a closed statement. 
 
 Development of modelling forms that can be manipulated by non-
specialists and specialist team members working together.  This could 
well be an adaptable digital program but equally might be a full-size 
three-dimensional environment or product simulation.  
 
 Research into management styles and attitudes which recognise the 
crucial importance of modelling in communication between specialist 
team members and the general public.  
 
 Experiments in the use of personal networking and other web-based 
media such as Twitter.  These have a built-in „bottom up‟ ethos in 
contrast with such broadcast media as TV and radio. 
 
Many individual designers – and certainly professional groups – have tended 
to look uncritically at their particular modelling techniques.  They have seldom 
asked if they communicate effectively.  They certainly have not tried to assess 
their ability to „tell the truth‟ about design proposals.  Too often glamorous or 
mystifying modelling systems are used to end debate rather than to widen it.  
Dealing realistically with future design options will call for the opposite 
approach.  Designers need to re-examine familiar modelling practices in an 
attempt to develop new approaches which reveal more about what is 
proposed to a greater number of people.   
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Designers may also discover an increasing degree of design awareness 
amongst consumers and a growing ability to understand and manipulate 
design models.  The coverage of design in the media is surprisingly wide 
ranging and there exist many computer applications which enable consumers 
to catch a glimpse of the future.  Opticians, architects, interior designers and 
hairdressers are amongst those „designers‟ who routinely present a digital 
image of the likely results before embarking on the work.  These models are 
increasingly interactive, allowing real choices to be made.  Computer games 
do not only deal with combat – the fascinating world of digital „second lives‟ 
enables the design of personal and public environments and allows the 
participant to experience the effect of design decisions on life stories.  
 
However, the fact remains that the design professions (and particularly design 
managers) have not been good at giving direct access to the design process. 
 
As we have already noted, design‟s role has been to act as a handmaiden to 
technological and economic change by giving innovation an acceptable 
domestic image. It has been highly effective in bringing innovation to market, 
developing the goods for an attractive, materialist, consumer-led lifestyle.  In 
this situation, design is closely allied with fashion and the media in promoting 
a mass market in which commodification affects every aspect of life.  It is 
radical in the way Adam Smith said it would be.  It is in the interests of the 
market economy to be inclusive and – to an extent – diverse.  The more (and 
more prosperous) members the market economy has the greater profits to be 
made.  This inclusiveness of the modern market economy is a genuinely 
radical element.  But at a deeper level, it is also powerfully exclusive.  It has 
small tolerance for genuinely alternative lifestyles outside the market economy 
and those modelled daily in the media.   
 
What is more, the market economy also depends on specialisation.  It is the 
designer‟s job to do the necessary thinking about the future contents of 
material culture. This is done on behalf of others.  But as we have suggested, 
the way society is organised makes it very hard to involve these „others‟ either 
in the design process or the decisions that result.  The others do not, to use 
the jargon, have any feeling of „ownership‟.  On the contrary, they feel 
alienated.   
 
The further problem is that the market economy inevitably directs design 
resources towards profit-making opportunities.  Politicians find it extremely 
difficult to tackle problems of poverty and exclusion in their own societies.  
Moreover, the world remains steadfastly divided between those who appear to 
be (unnecessarily) rich and those who are (outrageously) poor.   
 
In theory, many professional designers would welcome greater participation 
by the public and a few have actually attempted to make it a reality.  Doing so, 
entailed extending the time and resources available for design activity and a 
radical re-think of the appropriate modelling media.   
 
The hard fact is, that moving towards greater participation involves dramatic 
shifts in the way institutions are habitually managed, even those with 
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aspirations towards a participating agenda.  This can be demonstrated by 
looking at the parties interested in any particular piece of design decision-
making and categorising them as:  
 
 Involved  
 Consulted 
 Persuaded  
 Excluded  
 
 
Fig 4.36 shows the meaning attributed to the categories.   
 
Achieving wider participation means moving people up the scale towards the 
INVOLVED category. This sounds quite cosy in theory but in practice it is 
often clearly revolutionary.   
 
Fig 4.36  LEVELS OF ENGAGEMENT IN DESIGN DECISION MAKING  
 
Generally only a small number of people fall into the INVOLVED category.  It 
would be radical to deliberately enlarge this group.   
 
INVOLVED Those directly engaged with the activity of designing over 
a period of time as the design develops.  They are able to 
influence the direction of the design work and (usually) 
have to approve the final design. 
CONSULTED Those whose advice is sought on a regular basis at 
specific stages during the development of the design (or 
possibly only once at the outset). 
PERSUADED  Those who are presented with information about the 
design as it develops in a marketing style of presentation. 
EXCLUDED  Those who will be involved in the product of the design 
activity but whose views are not sought.  
 
© Baynes, 2001  
 
 
Fig 4.37 shows the categories applied to the design decision making involved 
in a new school extension.  The majority of the people are either persuaded or 
excluded as, in fact, is the usual case in a social design situation.  
 
Who can be moved up?  Governors will become involved in final decision-
making but this will be on the basis of plans and proposals – persuasive 
models – put to them by members of the „inner‟ involved group.  Teachers 
could certainly be encouraged to move from persuaded to consulted but this 
would have to be deliberately organised through meetings, workshops, 
questionnaires and possibly visits to „model‟ examples.  Interaction with 
realistic computer models could be very helpful.  
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Fig 4.37 TYPICAL LEVELS OF ENGAGEMENT IN DESIGN DECISION 
MAKING FOR A SCHOOL EXTENSION  
 
The problems of widening engagement are highlighted by taking the case of a 
school extension.  The „involved‟ are a relatively small group.  
 
INVOLVED Architect/Engineer/Quantity Surveyor 
Sometimes, government departments  
Head teacher plus small delegated group 
Finance officer  
„Building Committee‟ representing governors, LEA etc.  
CONSULTED Governors  
Heads of Department, sometimes plus representatives of 
teachers  
Representatives of support staff  
PERSUADED Main body of teachers  
Support staff  
Parents  
Local community 
EXCLUDED  Children  
 
 
 
The INVOLVED group make direct use of „professional‟ modelling media and 
consult with and question the designers.  
 
The CONSULTED group may have access to some of the professional 
modelling media but are more likely to be given a specially prepared 
presentation.  They will also have (limited) opportunities to question the 
designers.  
 
The PERSUADED will be given a carefully prepared presentation showing the 
proposed changes in the best possible light.  They will also have (limited) 
opportunities to question the designers.  
 
The EXCLUDED may be given some kind of presentation but it will seldom be 
interactive unless their teacher plans it specially.  
 
COULD THE PROCESS BE TURNED UPSIDE DOWN? 
 
Would it be feasible to start with teachers?  They would try to envisage their 
„ideal‟ school and pass on their valuable and first-hand experience to the 
designers.  Later they would become part of the creative team of designers 
and users, working together to create a new reality. 
 
Time and resources would need to be allocated to make this possible and 
there would also have to be a commitment to taking their input seriously.  In 
principle, the same approach could be taken with parents but with this much 
larger group the logistics would be much more difficult.  Here, use of the 
Internet with interactive models and social networking might present a 
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creative possibility.  Could the children become part of the involved?  As users 
of the school alongside teachers and other staff it would seem logical – and 
radical – that they should.  
 
An easy argument against involving the children is, of course, that they are 
not sufficiently educated to understand the issues.  Experience with the Art 
and the Built Environment project suggests that this is definitely not the case.  
Children and young people have a remarkably good understanding of 
environmental design, particularly where it affects them directly.  What is 
more, their understanding of some of the day-to-day functioning and „life‟ of 
the existing school buildings is likely to be more extensive than anyone else‟s.  
As we saw at the start of this Chapter, they are also competent (at their own 
level) at making and understanding models.  
 
However, the ability of new participants to participate effectively depends on 
their level of understanding.  Participation of itself will not improve the 
effectiveness of design nor lead to greater „ownership‟.  It is informed 
participation that is required. 
 
The same sort of revolution in thinking and organisation would be required to 
move other groups up the ladder from excluded, persuaded or consulted to 
involved:   
 
 Nurses in hospital ward design  
 Commuters in railway carriage design  
 Inmates in prison design  
 
Achieving greater participation is not simply a matter of gathering up better 
user information through focus groups, market research or user trips.  Rather 
it involves a radical shift as to whose view counts when decisions are taken.  
It involves the development of arena – digital or otherwise – where 
professionals and users can meet to manipulate models of various kinds.  
Without the appropriate accessible models, little could be achieved.  
 
Effective participation depends on greater design awareness among the 
public and, particularly, greater understanding of how to use models as a way 
of shaping the future.  Achieving this provides a challenge for general 
education. 
 
School-based Education in design is pulled in two strongly contrasting 
directions.  Society requires it to achieve two very different goals:  
 
1. The preliminary specialist education of those who will become 
future designers - engineers, planners, architects, industrial and 
graphic designers, fashion designers and others.  The professions 
demand that good quality young people are channelled into their 
fields of practice.  There is in fact a marked element of 
competitiveness between the different areas of design.  Each 
professional group lays claim to the high ground of national 
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importance, demanding that resources are made available and that 
the curriculum responds to their particular sectional interests.  
2. The general education of children and young people in the design 
area – including skills in understanding design, using designerly 
methods in the workplace and for personal satisfaction, and taking 
part in design decision-making as a consumer and a citizen.  Here 
again the professions take a view.  Each profession claims that it is 
important for the young person to „appreciate‟ the importance of 
their particular role.  The state demands „good citizens‟, pressure 
groups require children to become „knowledgeable consumers‟.   
 
In the 1970s the design education „movement‟ attempted to resolve the 
contradictory pressures on the design curriculum by regarding design ability 
as an attribute of all human beings.  Some might eventually become 
designers and earn their living by practicing their specialist skills in design but 
all would benefit by developing their general awareness of design and design 
skills.  The idea was that an approach to and within design education could be 
developed which would be essentially generalist but which would also provide 
the necessary grounding for eventual specialists.  
 
Design education sought to identify the central core of design activity and to 
educate children by encouraging them to engage directly in these core 
activities.  The move was a logical part of the wider interest in „learning 
through doing‟ that characterised much educational thinking in the three 
decades after 1945.  It was a radical approach because it assumed that the 
children would be partly engaged in steering their own education and that, as 
adults, they would be actively involved in shaping the future of material culture 
through personal decision-making and citizenship.   
 
It was thought, for example, that children should choose their own design 
projects and that they could appreciate the idea that a design has to serve 
human needs and improve a situation.  Children were encouraged to offer a 
critique of existing products and places and to make proposals for 
improvement.  They were expected to discover that people have conflicting 
views and requirements, that cost and value are important factors and may be 
in conflict, and that tools, materials and technology are the essential 
resources of design change and innovation.  Most importantly, they were to 
be introduced to their own cognitive abilities to imagine, model and develop 
ideas for the future.  This unfulfilled agenda looks even more relevant today. 
 
This seminar ends where it began with the contrasting views of design.  We 
have explored the gap between the specialist professional and the non-
specialist.  From Phil Roberts came the insight that users of design deploy 
much the same skills as the producers of design.  We saw that „designerly 
behaviour‟ can be recognised in even very young children.  How can society 
make better use of everyone‟s design potential?  A key factor must be to try to 
create a common and comprehensive „language‟ of design discourse shared 
by specialists and non-specialists.   
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IS DESIGN RADICAL? 
 
To begin with, this Seminar identified areas of skill and understanding shared 
in common between professional design specialists and people in general.  
However, it went on to show that there was an uneven balance of power 
between providers of design and consumers of design.  It speculated about 
the possibility of extending more power to the consumers of design.  This is 
the topic which has fascinated me for a considerable time.  In the 1970s, I 
carried out some work for the Greater London Council, which attempted to 
address this issue and returned to it again in 2005 in a paper for 
Loughborough University and the Design and Technology Association, called 
Design and Democracy.  The question „Is Design Radical?‟ turns out to have 
a paradoxical answer. 
 
 Design has often been instrumental in creating innovative products and 
environments – some of which have radical effects on society. 
 
BUT 
 
 Direct access to professional design skills has generally been limited to 
government agencies, businesses and individuals with more than 
average disposable wealth. 
 
It appears that design was frequently radical in its own sphere of material 
culture but not radical in the political and social spheres.  Even though the 
creation of widespread wealth has, as Adam Smith predicted, opened up to 
the majority in the industrialised world previously unattainable material well-
being and breadth of experience, it has not had the same decisive effect on 
access to power.  As we have seen in this Seminar the consumer has power 
without the experience of wielding it effectively.  
 
In my original work for the GLC, I attempted to distinguish between the various 
ways in which design might be capable of having a radical effect on people‟s lives 
and the community.  There appear to be three: 
 
 The design of radical products 
 
 The adoption of radical methods in designing 
 
 The deliberate use or organisation of design to have radical effects on the 
balance of power in society 
 
Design may be considered radical simply because it brings about fundamental 
changes in material culture.  However, in the political sphere, there is the issue of 
power.  Who has access to design skill?  Who controls and benefits from it? 
 
Fig 4.38 is an attempt to summarise these distinctions. 
 
In the context of revolutionary technological and social change there seems no 
doubt that the general direction of design‟s contribution has been radical.   
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Fig 4.38 THE RADICAL DESIGN MATRIX 
 
Design is at the centre of change in material culture.  However, change is not 
always socially radical even when the technology involved is revolutionary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
© Baynes, 2001 
 
 
 
Some innovations, particularly in medicine, bio-technology and computing are 
linked with fundamental challenges to traditional systems of belief.  They raise 
questions about what it is to be human and about the role and status of people in 
the wider universe.  In the widest sense, the triumph of technology has been 
accompanied by social change which has begun to undermine fundamentalism of 
 
DESIGN ACTIVITY shapes the future of 
material culture sometimes resulting in: 
 
RADICAL PRODUCTS 
RADICAL METHODS 
RADICAL EFFECTS 
 
 
RADICAL PRODUCTS are things, services, 
environments and design ideas which 
fundamentally change society 
 
RADICAL METHODS are ways of organising 
design activity, manufacture, marketing and 
consultation which fundamentally change 
society 
 
RADICAL EFFECTS widen access and 
distribute power amongst the members of 
society.  They may stem from PRODUCTS or 
METHODS or BOTH 
 
 
RADICAL PRODUCTS do not necessarily 
have RADICAL EFFECTS, in fact they may 
sometimes have the opposite result 
 
RADICAL METHODS do not necessarily 
have RADICAL EFFECTS, in fact they may 
sometimes have the opposite result 
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all kinds.  The weakening of religion has helped in allowing excluded social 
groups (including women and homosexuals) to play a full part in the community.  
The growth of scepticism and a decline in deference have been significant radical 
elements associated with the emergence of a diverse, mass-consumption 
society. 
 
Design‟s role has been to act as a handmaiden of technological and economic 
change by giving innovation an acceptable domestic image.  It has been highly 
effective in bringing innovation to market, developing the goods for an attractive, 
materialist, consumer-led lifestyle.  In this situation, design is closely allied with 
fashion and the media in promoting a mass market in which commodification 
affects every aspect of life.  It is radical in the way Adam Smith said it would be.  
It is in the interests of the market economy to be inclusive and – to an extent – 
diverse.  The more (and more prosperous) members the market economy has 
the greater the profits to be made.  This inclusiveness of the modern market 
economy is a genuinely radical element.  But at a deeper level, it is also 
powerfully exclusive.  It has small tolerance for genuinely alternative lifestyles 
outside the market economy. 
 
However, the market economy also depends on specialization.  Here again Adam 
Smith was correct when he predicted that „thinking‟ would become a specialist 
business.  It is the designer‟s job to do the necessary thinking about the future 
contents of material culture.  This is done on behalf of others.  But, as we have 
seen, the way society is organised makes it very hard to involve these „others‟ 
either in the design process or the decisions that result.  The others do not, to 
use the jargon, have any feeling of „ownership‟.  On the contrary, they feel 
alienated.  This is neither democratic nor radical. 
 
A further, and potentially catastrophic layer, is provided by the degradation of the 
environment, pollution and exhaustion of finite resources.  The existing market 
economy does not appear to be sustainable on a global scale.  How can the 
economy of commodification and the design ethic of mass consumption respond? 
 
Designers are aware of these issues.  Their role places them at the epicentre of 
the crucial Twenty-first Century problems: world poverty and environmental 
degradation.  Yet they are locked into the process of commodification by the 
weight of history.  In fact, designers have made relatively little progress in being 
able to tackle these issues whenver they fall outside somebody else‟s 
commercial or political agenda.  So although designers may „represent‟ 
consumers and carry out „thinking‟ on their behalf, this thinking is within the 
broader agenda of their employers (and the necessity to make a living).  Their 
labours have in fact been effectively commodified.  The design of products has 
itself become a product to be traded in the free market. 
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